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Abstract: In this paper we show that the curvature dimension, recently defined by Taniyama [5], of connected 
trivalent graphs in Euclidean space equals two in the case of bridgeless graphs and one for graphs having one 
or two bridges. We also show that there exists a connected trivalent graph in Euclidean space with arbitrary 
curvature dimension. 
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1. Introduction 
The total curvature of graphs in Euclidean spaces is defined and studied by K. Taniyama 
in [5]. It is an extension of the total curvature of closed curves (cf. [ 1,2,3,4]). In this section 
we will give main results of this paper and introduce some prerequisites from [5] necessary to 
describe them. 
Throughout this paper we regard a graph as a topological space in the usual way and deal 
with finite graphs only. Let G be a graph. A continuous map f : G + E” from G to the 
n-dimensional Euclidean space E” with standard metric is called polygonal if there exists a 
subdivision G’ of G such that G’ has no loops and multiple edges and f maps each edge of 
G’ homeomorphically onto a line segment of E”. Then we say that the subdivision G’ is linear 
with respect to f. For adjacent edges ei and ej of G’ let j3(f, ei, ei) be the angle of the line 
segments f(e;) and f(ej) at f(ei II ej) satisfying 0 6 p(f, ei, ej) 6 n. We set 
a(.f, ei, ej> = n - B(f, ei, ej> 
and call it the curvature of f at (ei , ej), or a curvature of f at u for the vertex u = ei fl ej of G’. 
Then the total curvature of f is defined by 
where the summation is taken over all unordered pairs of adjacent edges of G’. 
Let S”-’ be the unit sphere in E” and for a unit vector u E S”-’ let pU : E” -+ E’ be the 
projection defined by pU (x) = x . u where the dot “ . ” means the inner product. For a polygonal 
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map f : G + E” we set 
Af = {u E 9-l 1 pU o f : G -+ E ’ is not a polygonal map}. 
We see immediately that the volume vol(S”-’ - A,f) = vol(S”-‘). Then Theorem 1.1 in [5] 
(appearing in this issue) is of essential importance. Recall from [5] the definitions of curvature 
index, denoted by K(G) for a graph G, and Jlat polygonal map. These concepts together with 
Corollary 1.2 and Proposition 1.3 in [5] will be used below. The dimension of a polygonal map 
f : G -+ E”, denoted by dim(f), is the dimension of the minimal affine subspace of E” that 
contains f(G). We define the curvature dimension of G as 
dim(G) = max{dim(f) ] f : G + E” is a flat map, n is a natural number}. 
Let G be a graph and u a vertex of G, and let p be the number of loops incident to u and 
4 the number of edges that are incident to u but not loops. The degree of u in G, denoted by 
deg,(v), is 2p + 4. If the degree of every vertex of G is three, we say that G is trivalent. Let e 
be an edge of G. When e is removed from G, the resulting graph is denoted by G - e. If G - e 
has more connected components than G, we say that e is a bridge of G. If G has no bridges, 
we say that G is bridgeless. 
Main results of this paper are as follows. For a graph G, V(G) denotes the set of the vertices 
of G. The notation “ # ” means the number of the elements. 
Theorem 1.1. If G is a connected bridgeless trivalent graph, then K(G) = #(V(G)) + 2 and 
dim(G) = 2. 
Theorem 1.2. If G is a connected trivalent graph with just one bridge, then K(G) = 
#(V(G)) + 2 and dim(G) = 1. 
Theorem 1.3. If G is a connected trivalent graph with just two bridges, then K(G) = 
#(V(G)) + 2 and dim(G) = 1. 
Theorem 1.4. For any natural number m, there exists a connected trivalent graph G such that 
dim(G) = m. 
We give preliminaries in Section 2. Then we prove Theorem I. 1 in Section 3 and the others 
in Section 4. 
2. Preliminaries 
We will also use the following results of [5]: Theorem 1.6, Theorem 1.7, Proposition 4.5, 
Corollary 4.6, Proposition 4.7 and Corollary 4.8. 
Here we need to prepare some notation. Let G be a graph. Let E(G) be the set of the edges 
of G. If A is a subset of V(G), G[A] denotes the subgraph of G whose set of vertices equals 
A and set of edges equals the subset of E(G) whose elements have both end vertices (possibly 
they coincide) in A. Let u be a vertex of G. Then we denote the set of the vertices of G adjacent 
to 21 by adj(u, G). 
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Let f : G -+ E” be a polygonal map, G’ a subdivision of G that is linear with respect 
to f and u a vertex of G’. Let K t,m be the complete bipartite graph. If the subdivision G’ is 
sufficiently fine then G’[adj(v, G’) U {v}] is isomorphic to K1,#(adj(u.o’))+ Then we say that f is 
ZocallyJEat at 1) if the restriction f]o’tadj(v,G’)U(1>/1 : G’[adj(u. G’) U (u}] -+ E” is a flat map. 
Theorem 2.1. ([5]) A polygonal map f : K1,3 + E” isflat ifand only if f maps each edge of 
K 1.3 homeomorphically onto a line segment, and the following (1) or (2) holds where w is the 
vertex of KI,~ of degree three and vi is a vertex of KI,~ of degree one for i = 1, 2, 3: 
(1) Thereexistsapair (i, j) E {1,2,3} x (1.2, 3) -{(l. l), (2,2), (3,3)} such that f maps 
K I .3 [{ w, v; , Vj}] homeomorphically onto a line segment. 
(2) f is injective and the image f (K1.3) is contained in a plane P c E” and for each 
i E ( 1, 2, 3} each of the components of P - L; contains just one of the images of the vertices ____~ 
of K1.3 where Li is the line that contains f(w) f (vi). 
Therefore, dim( K, ,j) = 2. 
The above theorem is a special case of [5, Theorem 1. lo]. The condition of the flatness and the 
curvature dimension of KI,, for any natural number m are completely stated in [5, Theorem 1.8 
and Theorem 1. lo]. But the above theorem is sufficient for this paper because we study only 
trivalent graphs here. 
Let f : G + E’ be a polygonal map, G’ a subdivision of G that is linear with respect 
to f. A local maximum (resp. local minimum) of f is a vertex v of G’ of degree two with 
{v’ E adj(v, G’) ( f (v’) > f(v)} = 0 (resp. {v’ E adj(u, G’) 1 f (.v’) < f(v)} = 0). A vertex 
1: of G’ is called a maximum (resp. minimum) of f if f(v) 3 f (v’) (resp. f(v) < f (u’)) fat 
any vertex u’ of G’. 
Lemma 2.2. ([5]) Let G be a connected graph without vertices of degree less than two. Let 
,f : G + E ’ be a flat map. Then a maximum off is a local maximum off and a minimum of 
,f is a local minimum off. 
3. Curvature dimension of bridgeless trivalent graphs 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose G is a connected trivalent graph. If there exists a polygonal map f : 
G + E’ such that r(f) = n(#(V(G)) + 2), then K(G) = #(V(G)) + 2 and dim(G) < 2. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, K(G) 3 #(V(G)) + 2. If t(f) = n(#(V(G)) + 2) then f is flat and 
k-(G) = #(V(G)) + 2. Next we show that dim(G) < 2. Suppose a polygonal map g : G + E” 
is flat. Let G’ be a subdivision of G that is linear with respect to g and sufficiently fine so 
that for each vertex v of G G’[adj(v, G’) U {u)] may be isomorphic to K1.3. From the fact 
that the curvature index K(G) = #(V(G)) + 2 and [5, Proposition 1.31 and Lemma 2.2, we 
have that for all u E S”-’ - A,, pU o g has just one local maximum (resp. local minimum), 
which is also the maximum (resp. minimum) of pU o g. Let w be a vertex of G’ such that 
UI is the (local) maximum of pUo o g for some ug E S”-’ - A,. Let P be a 2-dimensional 
affine subspace of E” which contains G’[adj (20, G’) U (w }]. Suppose that g(G) is not contained 
in P. Then there exists a vertex denoted by W’ such that for a unit vector UI E S”-’ that is 
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orthogonal to P, pu, o g(w’) > pu, o g(w) and for a sufficiently small positive real number E 
with (~1 + EZQ)/]UI + EUO] E S”-’ - AR, w’ is the maximum of p(U,+EUO)~~U,+EUOI o g. It is easy 
to see that w is a local maximum of p~u,+EuO~~lu,+Euol o g. This is a contradiction. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We construct a polygonal map f : G --+ En successively. Because G 
is bridgeless, there exists a cycle C which is a subgraph of G. There exists a polygonal map 
fa : C + E” which maps C homeomorphically onto a convex polygon on some plane in E” 
and is locally flat at each vertex of C. Next we repeat the following Step 1 and Step 2 until1 f 
is decided. 
Step I: Let H be the subgraph of G which is the domain of fo. Let W be the set of all the 
vertices of H which are of degree 2. If W = 0 then set f = fa and the construction of f ends. 
If W # 0 then go to Step 2. 
Step 2: Let cab denote one of the edges of G whose end vertices are a and b for a, b E V(G). 
Take an arbitrary vertex u from W. If there exists the edge eUvr E E(G) - E(H) such that 
u’ E W, then let P be the path ve,,,/v’. If not, then, because G is bridgeless, there exists a path 
ueuv,vleU,U2v2~~~ v eviU~v’ such that v’ E W and vi, ~2, . . 9, VI E V(G) - V(H). Let P be the 
above path. Let fi : H U P + E” be a polygonal map such that fi IH = fa and f, 1 p : P -+ E” 
maps P homeomorphically onto the line segment fi (v)fi (v’) in En. Finally set fO = ft newly 
and go to Step 1. 
The above algorithm decides a polygonal map f : G + En completely. It is known imme- 
diately that for all u E S”-’ - Af , t(p, o f) = n(#(V(G)) + 2). By Lemma 3.1, we have 
K(G) = #(V(G)) + 2 and dim(G) < 2. Clearly dim(f) = 2. Therefore f is a flat map and 
dim(G) = 2. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Zf G is a bridgeless trivalent graph and has m connected components, then 
dim(G) = 3m - 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 of this paper and [5, Corollary 4.61, we have dim(G) = 2 + 3(m - 1) = 
3m-1. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a graph without vertices of degree less than two. If K(G) = 
c U,EV(G) K(Kl,deg&)) + 2, then dim(G) < 2. 
Proof. This is clear from the argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1. 0 
4. Curvature dimension of trivalent graphs with bridges 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose H is a connected graph one of whose vertices is of degree one 
and the others of degree three. Let e be the edge of H one of whose end vertices is of degree 
one. Let w (resp. v) be the end vertex of e of degree one (resp. three). Suppose H [ V (H) - {w}] 
is bridgeless. To see that dim(G) = 1, it is sufficient to show that dim(H) = 1. 
FirstweshowthatK(H) = K(H[V(H)-{w}]).Itisclearthat~(H) 3 K(H[V(H)-{w}]). 
Because H[ V(H) - {w}] is bridgeless, there exists a cycle C in H [ V(H) - {w}] such that 
visavertexofC.Let fo: C + E” be a polygonal map such that fo(C) is contained in a 
line L c E” and the map fa : C -+ L has two critical points one of which is the vertex v. 
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Then it is possible to construct a flat map f : H[V(H) - {w}] + E” such that flc = fo in 
a way similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let f’ : H + E” be a polygonal map such that 
~‘IH[v(H)_(~,JI = f and f’ maps e homeomorphically to a line segment and f’ is locally flat 
at u. Then t(f’) = ~K(H[V(H) - {w}]). We have K(H) < K(H[V(H) - (w}]). Thus we 
have K(H) = K(H[V(H) - {w}]). 
From this fact, to see that dim(G) = 1, it is sufficient to show that if g : H + E” is a 
polygonal map and r(g) = ~K(H[V(H) - {w]]), then dim(g) = 1. Let H’ be a subdivision 
of H that is linear with respect to g. Let ei and e2 be the two distinct edges of H’ which are 
incidenttovandnotincludedine.Ift(g) = n~(H[V(H)-{w}]),itisclearthatg]~~~(~)_~~,,~~ 
is flat and g is locally flat at u and a (g, er , e2) = rc and g maps e homeomorphically onto a line 
segment. The fact cr(g, er , e2) = n means dirn(g]H[v(H)_~~~l) = 1. Because, if not, then there 
exists a unit vector u E S”-’ - Ag such that pU o (g]HIV(H)_lw)l) : H[V(H) - {w}] -+ E’ has 
plural local maxima. This contradicts [5, Proposition 1.31, Theorem I. 1 and Lemma 2.2. We 
have dim(g) = 1. Then we have dim(G) = 1, and it is easy to see that K(G) = #(V(G)) + 2. 
C~ 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Suppose that HI is a connected graph one of whose vertices is of 
degree one and the others are of degree three and Hz a connected graph two of whose vertices 
are of degree one and the others are of degree three. Let w be the vertex of HI of degree one. Let 
ul I and w2 be the two distinct vertices of H2 of degree one. Suppose that both HI [ V( HI ) - (w}] 
and H2[ V( Hz) - {w 1, wz}] are bridgeless. To see that dim(G) = 1, it is sufficient to show that 
dim( HI) = 1 and dim(H2) = 1. The former is proved in the proof of Theorem 1.2. The latter 
is also easy to see by an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 1.2, that is, first we would 
have K (Hz) = K (Hz [ V (Hz) - {w 1, w2)]) by taking a path which joins the vertices incident to 
u’, and w2 instead of a cycle C in the proof of Theorem 1.2, and then show that if g : Hz --+ E” 
is a polygonal map and r(g) = ~K(H~[V(H~) - { w 1, wz}]), then dim(g) = 1. It is also easy 
to see that K(G) = #(V(G)) + 2. 0 
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a graph. Let G1 , G2 and G3 be subgraphs of G such that G = G I U 
G: U Gj, the intersection Gl fl G2 n G3 is a vertex v of G, Gi n Gj = {v}for any i # j, and 
the degree of v in Gi is one for i = 1,2,3. Then 
dim(G) = dim(Gr) + dim(G2) + dim(Gs) - 1. 
Proof. By [5, Corollary 4.81 and Theorem 2.1, 
dim(G) =dim(Kr,s) +dim(Gi) - 1 +dim(G2) - 1 +dim(Gs) - 1 
= dim(Gi) + dim(G2) + dim(G3) - 1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let H be a connected graph one of whose vertices, denoted by u, is of 
degree one and the others are of degree three, and suppose H [ V (H) - {v}] is bridgeless. Let I 
be a graph that is homeomorphic to a closed interval. By Lemma 4.1 there exists a connected 
trivalent graph G such that dim(G) = m constructed of m + 1 copies of H and m - 2 copies 
of I (cf. Figure 4.1). 0 
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